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A. RECOGNITION 
1. The District recognizes the Bay Shore Classroom Teachers Association as the 
sole and exclusive agent of the members of the Unit, for the purpose of collective 
negotiations relating to salaries, hours and other terms and conditions of employment. 
Such recognition shall extend until seven months prior to the expiration of the fiscal year 
in which the agreement terminates. The District agrees that as a condition of this ex- 
clusive recognition, the Association has the right to make its services available to 
members of the Unit, on their request, in the administration of grievances arising under 
this Agreement. 
2. This recognition shall be further renewable upon timely submission of evidence 
that the Association has been designated as the negotiating representative by more than 
fifty percent of the members of the Unit. Such evidence shall consist of any one or any 
non-duplicating combination of the following: dues deduction authorizations, signed 
petitions or membership lists. 
B. DEFINITIONS 
1. Unit 
The bargaining unit shall be that established by the New York State Pu~l ic  
Employment Relations Board in its certification of the Bay Shore Classrocm Teachers 
Association as the negotiating agent for the bargaining unit. The unit shal! include the 
following classes of employees: 
a. All regular professional employees holding a position which in and of itself 
would require membership in the New York State Teachers Retirement 
System, as limited by the aforementioned certification order. 
b. All part-time teachers. It is specifically agreed by the parties that the 
following provisions of this agreement shall not be applicable to part-time 
teachers: Job Security; Medical Insurance except as required by law; Prior 
Credit; Length of Teacher Workday; Lunch; Transfers; School Closing (last 
day); Leaves Without Pay; Retirement Incentive; Preparaticn Time; 
Academic Classes. 
2. Academic Classes 
For the purposes of this agreement, "Academic Classes" shall be defined for the 
Junior High School to include the four required major subjects: English, Social Studies, 
Mathematics, and Science. For the High School the criterion relates to homework as a 
routine daily assignment as an integral part of the course. Thus, to the above lrsting would 
also be added: Foreign Languages and Business courses meeting this criterion. 
Such academic classes shall exclude such assignments as tutorial sessions, small 
group instruction, corrective or remedial sessions, laboratory sessions or draw-off periods. 
3. lmmediate Supervisor 
lmmediate supervisor shall be that individual to whom the member of the Unit is 
responsible as defined in the Administrsltive Manual. In most cases the Immediate 
Supervisor is either a Principal or Director. 
4. Part-Time Member 
For the purposes of this agreement, "Part-Time Illembet" shall include only those 
individuals appointed by the Board of Education on an annual safary for either a fractional 
part of a full daily or weekly teaching assignment. It shall exclude ail members of the staff 
serving in per diem or long term substitute status. 
5. Preparation Time 
Preparation time shall be ail that period of time for which a classroon? teacher is 
nct scheduled to be teaching or responsible for the instration of, or assigned supervision 
of a group of students, as in study hall, within the time when such teacher is schctd~ied to 
report at the beginning of the day and to leave at the end of the day with the exception of 
the scheduled lunch period. 
C. FAIR PRACTICES 
1. The Association agrees to cuntinue to adhere to ~ t s  goticy of not discriminating 
against any member of the Unit on the basis of race, creed, wicr. natirnal origk, sex, 
age, marital status, lawful political activities, or membership in, or participation in, or 
association with, the lawful activities cf any employee organization, or with reja-d to any 
lawful activities associated with grievance proceedings, and :tie Association further 
agrees to represent all members of the Unit. 
2. The District agrees to continue to adhere to its policy ef not: discriminating 
against any member of the U ~ i t  on the basis of r xe ,  creed, color. national origin, sex, 
age, marital status, lawful political activities, or members hi^ in, or participation in, Dr 
association with, the lawful activities of any employee organizatior?, or with regard to any 
lawful activities associated with grievance proceedings. 
3. This section shall not prohibit the right of the District to seek rnanr':atory retire- 
mmt pursuant to law. 
Q. EFFECTIVENESS 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PA2TIES THAT ANY PRP41SION OF 
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERM!T ITS 
IMPLEMENTATION 8Y AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING 1'HE ADDIT!ONAL 
FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE GNTIL 'THEE AFPROPRIATE 
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROL'AL. 
ARTICLE 11 ASSOCIATION BENEFITS AND GUARANTEES 
A. AGENCY SHOP 
1. Pursuant to the passage of legislation enabling the implementation of an 
Agency Shop Fee, the District does hereby agree that no later than ihe second pay 
pericd after the effective date of employment, each emp!oyee who is not a member of the 
Bay Shore Classroom Teachers Association will pay to the collective bargaining agent 
each pay period a service charge toward the administration of this agreement and the 
representation of such employee; provided, however, that each employee will have 
available to hinu'her membership in the Bay Shore Classroom Teachers Association on 
the same terms and conditions as are avai!able to every other member of the Union. The 
service charge shall be an amount eqilal to the collective bargaining agent's regular and 
usual initiation fee, if any, and bi-weekly dues for each pay period thereafter in an amount 
equai to the regular and usual bi-weekly dues. The District shall deduct such fee in the 
same manner as the membership dues are deducted. The amount through the 
agency fee shall be used to represent the individual as a member of the barga~nirig unit 
and shall not be used towards expenditures by the organization in and of activities or 
causes of political or ideological nature only incidentally related to terms and mnditions of 
employment. 
2. Any teacher from whom an agency fee has been dedircted pursuant t~ this 
provision whc has any objection thereto shall be limited to processiq histher objection in 
accordance with organizational appeal procedures contained in a separate orga~izational 
document governing such appeals. The Bay Shore Classraom Teachers Association  as 
snbmitted to the District, pursuant to Chapter 677 of the Laws of 1377 of the State of New 
York a procedure providing for the processing of demands, by members of the bargaining 
unit, for the return of that portion of the agency fee deduction, if any, which repressnts the 
employee's pro-rata share of expenditures by the Bay Shore Classrmrn Teachers 
Ass~ciation in aid of activities or muses only incidentaily rekted to negotiation of iems 
ar?d/or conditions of employment. The Associatior, represents that the aforenentimed 
procedure shall not be changed contrary to the law. 
3. The Bay Shore C!assroom Teachers Association will supply, upcn the rsqusst 
of the District, the names of those Unit members who shall have the agencqr fee deducted 
from their salary. 
4. The Bay Shore Classroom Teachers Association shall indemnify the District on 
account of any recoverj of refund abtained by S L I C ~  non-member c;f the Association 
against the District pursuant to this section. 
B. GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION 
1. Scope 
Grievable matters shall include only those disputes between the District and the 
individual members of the Un~t, or the Association as a party to the Agreement, with 
respect to the meaning, interpretation, or application of terms of this Agreement. All such 
disputes which are not resolved through informal consultation between the grievants 
involved and their immediate supervisors shall be resolved in acmrdance with the pro- 
visions of this section. All of the procedural stages as herein provided shall be pursued 
and completed as a condition precedent to the commencement of any adion or pro- 
ceeding before the Public Employment Relations Baard or any court of con~petent 
jurisdiction for the construction and interpretation of this Agreement. The aggrieved shall 
have the right to prmess grievances in accordance with these' procedures, f rw  from 
coercion, interference, restraint? discrimination or reprisal. 
2. Definitions 
a. "Day" shall mean school day. 
b. "Grievant" shall mean an individual member o i  the Unit wno is personaliy af- 
fected by the matter in dispute, the Association on its own behalf, or the 
Association on behalf of a gmup of members and such par',ies subject io 
the notification requiremerit in the Fist Procedural Stage rioted below. 
c. "Time Limits" shall be as set forth. and shall be strictly construed unless 
mutually waived in writing. Failure by ?he grievant to comply with the time 
limits as set forth, or with the established procedure, shall mean witMawsl 
of the grievance. Failurs of a super&or to respond withir, the prescribed 
time shall advarxe the grievance to the next p i~~edu ra l  stage. 
Administrators or union representatives who are absent from work due to 
illness, vacation or other legitimate reason shall have ail time periods 
applicable to them suspended for the period of the absence. 
d. "Grievance" shall mean the specific dispute the cmtrad clauses upon 
which it is based, and remedy requested as set forkh in the initial Recerd of 
Contract Grievance Claim and Processmg Form. Such initial commitment to 
writing shall constitute the sole comrnitmer;t to writiiy for the purpose of this 
section. 
e. "Immediate Supervisor" shall mean the immediate supervisor of the 
individual employee or the supervisor who is responsible for the grieved 
situation. 
3. First Procedural Stage 
The first procedural stage shall consist of the individual employee's written 
notification to hisiher immediate supelvisor (with a copy forwarded to the Union) that 
heishe wishes to discuss a grievance based upon the contention that a section of the 
agreement, as it relates to the individual, has nct been followed. The grievance shall be 
presented on a Record of Contract Grievance and Processing Form. Thereafter a 
meeting shall be held within five (5) days, at which time the grievance shall be discussed. 
Either party may have another person present. Such written notificaiion shall be given 
within thirty (30) days from the date of the occurrence of the situation or incident giving 
rise to the dispute. The immediate supelvisor shall normally use ten (101, but not more 
than fifteen (15), days to investigate and take such appropriate action as heishe deems 
necessary, with written response to the grievant, explaining, if denied, the reasons for 
said denial. 
4. Second Procedural Stage 
a. Should the claim be denied by the immediate supen/isor, the emp!oyee 
covered by this Agreement may then request thzt the grievance be 
forwarded to the second procedural stage for appeal. The second 
procedural stage shall consist of forwarding a written request for second 
stage review, together with the Record of Contract Grievance Claim 
Processing Form, including all correspondence evolving therefrom, to the 
Superintendent or his designee, within fifteen (15) days following !he filing 
of a response in the second stage. 
b. During this review of the record, a meeting with the parties ir~vclux! may be 
scheduled. 
c. The Superintendent of Schools shall respond in writing witnin ten (1 0) days 
of the date of the meeting, if any, or in the event that such a meeting is not 
held, within ten (10j days of the date of filing of the request for review by the 
Superintendent. In the event of denial by the Superifiter~dent, heisnc shaif 
state hisiher reasons in writing. 
5. Third Procedural Stage 
a. The Third Procedural Stage is binding arbitration. The Union may request foe 
arbitration as follows: Within fifteen (15) days after receipt of respotxis in 
stage two, a copy of the Demand for Arbitration as providsd by the nries for 
Voluntary Grievance Arbitration of the American Arbitration Association 
shall be served upon the District by certified mail or in person to the District 
Clsrk. (Said rules for Voluntary Grievance Arbitralion shali gijvern the 
arbitration prrjcess and the selection of the arbitrator). Under "Nzture of 
Dispute" shall appear the grievance as previously presented on the Record 
of Contract Grievance and Prcjsessing Form, and the "Remedy Sought" 
sha!l include the remedy as requested in the original submissior.. 
b. Thereafter, the fees and expenses for arbitration shall be borne equally by 
the parties. The fees and expenses for arbitration shal! not be deemed tc 
include legal expenses or expenses for witnesses of either party to the 
dispute. 
c. The arbitrator shall limit hisr'her decision strictly to the claimed violation of 
the express provisions of the Agreement submitted to himiher and the 
arbitrator shall be without power or authority to make any decision: 
1) Contrary to, or inconsistent with, or modifying, violating, or varying in 
any way, the terms and provisions of this Agreement. 
2) Overmling the exerciss of Board's or Superintefident's discretion 
under the terms and provisions of this agreement so long as the 
Board or Superintendent can demonstrate that there is substantial 
ev~dence in the record supporting the determination made, and h a t  
the determination was n ~ t  arbitrary cr capricious or discriminat~)ry. 
d. At each stage of the grievance procedure the member may have a Union 
representative present. 
C. EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION 
In the interest of resolving questions that may arise during the term of this 
Agreement, the parties' representatives shall meet for the purpose of exchanging infoma- 
tion and discussing problems which may arise under or affect the rights of the pal-ties, cr 
of individuals covered under this Agreement. !n the case of the Distrid, the representative 
shall be the Superintendent or hisiher designee. The parties ackr?owletdge thzt 694s 
Agreement sets forth those working conditions and terms and conditions of ampl'oyrnent 
which may not be unilaterally altered by either party. The foregoing procedure m y  be 
utilized for the informal discussion of resolution of grievance which may occur 
simultaneously with the formal processing of a grievance. However, such discussions 
shall not toll any time period set forth in the grievance procedure. 
D. NEGOTIATIONS PROCEDURES 
1. Notice of intent to negotiate provisions of a successor professional neg~iiations 
agreement shall be made before October 10 of the final year of the current agiaenlen?. 
2. The Association shall submit its proposal not later ihan November 10 of the firlai 
year of the current agreement. The District shall silbrnit its proposai no! later than 
December 10 of the final year of the current agreement. 
3. Negotiations shall commence not later than Jarsuary 1G of tire final year of tke 
current agreement. 
E. ORIENTATION AGENDA 
The Association shall have a ?lace on the orientation agenda during any 
orientation luncheon for new teachers at the start of the school year. 
F. CALENDAR 
The calendars for each year of this contract will be deterrnined by the Board of 
Education after consultation with the Association. If New York State mandates, or gives 
school districts the option to mandate, a teacher work year greater than 184 days, and the 
Bay Shore School District opts for such additional days, the salary schedule will be 
increased by 11184th for each day in excess of 184 teacher days. 
G. USE OF FACILITIES 
In accordance with State Education Law for such use, upon notice of one school 
day, the Association shall have the right to use classroom and public areas of school 
buildiqs outside the scheduled work day, on days when school is in session. when such 
use shall not conflict with education uses or prior scheduled events, and shall not result in 
any incremental cbst to the District. 
H. RELEASE TIME 
The Union president, if a secondary school teacher, shall be required to teach f ~ u r  
(4) periods per day, (or if an elementary school teacher, four (4) hours per day), 2nd shall 
be released to perform Association duties for the balance of the work day. The District 
shall make every reasonable effort to schedule such work time to commence at the start 
of the work day. The President of the Union shall be relieved from all lunch, bas, hall, 
piaygr~und and study hall duties. The President shall not be assigr!ed homeroom but 
shall perform professional preparation duties during that time period. 
Provided notice is given by June lSt, of the previous school year, the Association 
has the option annually to buy one (1) additional teaching period or hour at the pro-rata 
cost (118) of the period hour. Such purchase shall be made with Assaciatioa monies 
prepaid before the beginning of the affected year. The pro-rata cost shall be adjusted 
annually to reflect the President's or hisher designee's then salary arrd the schedule of 
building periods then in place. 
In the event that an elementary school teacher or other unit member n ~ t  hzcving a 
secoridary school teaching schedule becomes President, the parties shall immediate!~ 
meet to determine the scheduling of release time equivaler~t in amount to the foregoing. 
Any releasd time granted hereunder shall be considered teaching service for pilrposes 
of seniority andlor tenure andlor retirement andlor salary advancement purposes. 
1. ASSOCIATDON DAYS 
The Association shall be provided with eight (8) Association days, to be ~ s e d  for 
Associa!ion business or for attendance of delegates at state and national conver;tions of 
their prcfessional associations by the President or hislher designee. These days shall be 
utilized without loss of pay or personal days of the President or designee. The Association 
will give reasonable notice of use of said days. This allocation of eight (8) days shall be 
charged at the rate of .5 days if such a day is used by the Union President. Said days 
may not be used in the event that the Union institutes an administrative or court 
proceeding or suit and the President, officers or members of the Association are required 
to be present by direction of the Court, administrative tribunal or by way of subpoena. In 
such event, the teacher's absence shall be charged to personal leave. 
ARTICLE Ill 
A. ACADEMIC FREEDOM 
The parties agree that academic freedom and its attendant responsibilities are 
essential to the fulfillment of the purposes of the school system and acknowledge the 
fundamental need to protect teachers from censorship or restraint which interferes with 
the obligation to carry out their responsibilities with full intellectual honesty in the 
performance of their classroom functions. 
B. PRIVATE LIFE OF A MEMBER 
Except as it affects the teacher's responsibilities to and relationships with 
students and the school system, or falls within the purview of the Education Law, the 
private and personal life of a member of the Unit shall not be a matter of concern to the 
District with respect to discipline or discharge. 
C. APPOINTMENT AND NOTICE 
1. Fdlowing any hiring, transfer, or promotion, each Unit member so hired, 
transferred, or promoted, shall be furnished with writter? notic@) of appointment 
containing the following: the name of the h i t  memoer, the position for ~vhich said Unit 
member is hired, or to which helshe is transferred or promoted, the tenure area of such 
position, whether said Unit member will be on tenure or probation in said position, the 
salary schedule and step thereof on which said member will be placed, together with any 
additional salary differentials to which said Unit member will be entitled fcr reason of 
exlracunicular duties, if known at the time of appointment. 
2. A probationary Unit member whose services are to be terminated shall be 
afforded those rights granted by law. However, if such termination shall occur at the 
conclusion of the probationary period, the Unit member shall be tentatively notified, in 
writing, not k s  than 90 calendar days, and finally notified, in writing, not less than 45 
calendar days prior to the conclusion of the probationary period. 
3. Should termination in the case of a tenured or probationary member result from 
the abolition of a position, the Unit member shall be notified expeditiously in writing, but 
not later than fourteen (14) calendar days follcwing the passage cf the District's school 
budget or the second Friday in June, whichever is sooner. 
4. The Association acknowledges it is tc be the ethical and professional obligation 
of all Unit members to notify the District as soon as possible whenever a Unit member 
plans to terninate hisher employment in the District, however, not later than the fourth 
Friday in April. In the event of an unforeseen necessity (spouse's transfer, need for child 
care !eave, etc.), the District is to be notified expeditiously within fourteen (14) days of the 
date the need becomes known to the Unit member. 
D. DISRUPTIVE STUDENT 
1. The parties acknowledge that the primary responsibility for dealing wrth 
discip!ine problems or disruptive incidents in the classroom lies with the teacher. In the 
ordinary case, the teacher's professional training and experience have equipped himher 
to nandle such problems in the professional and competent manner most likely to foster 
individual learning and a positive relationship between teacher and student. However, 
should an extraordinary incident arise and cause a disruption which interferes witti the 
learning process in the classroom, maximum assistance will be made available to the 
teacner dealing with such a situation. 
2 A student who threatens physical violence or who engages in such with respect 
to hIm/herself, hisher fellow students or a teacher may be directed by the teacher to 
report immediately to the principal or other designated super~isor under such p r ~ c e d ~ ~  
as may be pescribed by the District. Such student shall not be returned to the ciassroon? 
befcre consultation between the teacher and the principal or other designated supervisor, 
and other professional personnel as deemed necessary. 
3. Lipon receipt of a report of behavior as described above, the District shaii cause 
a suitable investigation to be made leading to action to best serve the needs o i  the school 
and the student. 
4. Students who so seriously disrupt the classroom work as to Impede effective 
instruction may be reported by the teacher to the principal or other supervisor. Such 
report may be in writing as determined by the principal or other designated superviscr a d  
shall contain specific information on the disruptive behavior. 
5. It is unde;stood that the above procedure shall in no way be used to dinihish 
the rights of any student. 
E. FREE ATTENDANCE 
1. Members of the Unit shall be granted free admission to all non-fwd raising 
activities. 
2. Members of the Unit recognize their obligation to continue to support schmi 
related actr~rties. 
F. JOB SECURITY 
I. Ahlition of Position Due to Declining Enrollment 
With respect to the total number of members of the Unit employed on r3ctober 13, 
1972, and the total enrollments as of that date by levels as noted below, the following 
adjustnsnts shall be made: 
For Primary, Intermediate, Junior High, and Senior High ievels, a drop of 
WenPj students in total enrollment in any one level shall result in the 
abolitior? of any one Full-Time Staff Position (or the epi!ivalent thereof) at 
that levei. 
2. Rights Upon Termination Resulting From Position Abolition or Due to 
Program Abolition. 
a. Upon termination because of abolition ~f position or program, for any 
member of the Unit who shall have completed five and one-half (54'2) school years (as 
defined in the Agreement), of consecutive full-rime service, the following provisions shall 
apply. For the purpose of this paragraph only, the term "consecutive service" shail include 
all periods of paid service in the District as well as cp to two years of leave approved by 
the District whether paid or unpaid. Such members sf the Unit shall be offered any 
position declared vacant within four (4) years fr.2m the date of termination subject t ~ j  the 
rights of other teacher employees of the District ptirsuant ta Section 251C of the 
Education Law. 
b. The refusal of a proffered position or positicns by a member under this 
section shall not constitute a waiver of the requirement that such mem5er be proffered 
any position which may become subsequently availabje during the bur  year per id 
provided herein. 
3. In order to be so appointed, the individual must eitho: be certified for such 
vacancy or must agree to pursue immediately the necessary certification requirements 
and must complete the certification within one schrjol year. The District shall assume the 
costs of tuition of a plan of study that has been mutually deve!opec! by the Superintendent 
and the teacher. 
4. Credits earned as a result of Gistrict assumption of tuition shal! not be eligible for 
salary progression for three years from the eafliest date when they could hwe ordlnady 
been applied. 
G. PROTECTION IN NEGLIGENCE OR DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS 
1. The District shall save members of the Unit harmless fwrr~ financial loss and 
provide attorney's fees and expenses necessarily incurred In defense sf a teacher arising 
cjut of a claim, demand, suit, or judgme~t by reason of alleged negllgeixe w &her act by 
such teacher within or without school buildinrjs provided such teacher, at the lime of the 
act or alleged negligence, was acting in the discharge of his:'her duties within the scope of 
hisiher employment. 
2. The District shall also provide an attorney or attorneys and pay such sttome)+ 
fees for the defense of any civil or criminal action or proceeding ac~air~st any member af 
the Unit arising out of disciplinary action whiie in the discharge of hisiher dti+ies within the 
scope of hislher employment. 
3. The District, however, shall not be subject to the duty imposed by the preceding 
paragraphs unless such member of the Unit shall, within t m  (10) days of the time heishe 
is served, deliver the original summons or a copy of the sams to the Disrrict Clerk. 
H. NEW POSITIONS 
For all positions in the District which require State Education Department 
Certification, notification of such vacancies will be made through publication or posting in 
the Principal's Office of each school. Members of the staff may refer individuals they 
believe to be qualified for such pcsitions. In cases of emergency, for positions not within 
the Unit, full discretion shall be reserved to the Superintendent. 
1. STUDY SKILLS 
Each teacher shall continue to be responsible for the teaching of basic skills, and 
study skiils, on a continuing basis beginning in grade one and progressing in difficulty as 
appropriate to the various grade levels or subjects covered. 
J. TEACHER EVALUATION AND FILES 
1. Tenure teachers shall be formally observed and provided with a written report 
thereof once each year and probationary teachers a minimum of four times per year and 
a maximum of eight times a year. It is understood that these numbers may be exceeded 
when, in the sole opinion of the evaluator there is a need for further formal observation. In 
v~hich case the person shall be given the reasons for the additional ohservatian and at 
least five days notification. During a formal observation as described above, no more than 
one observer sha!l be in a classroom at one time, unless requested by the teacher. 
2. All monitoring or observation of the total work perforlnance of a teacher shall 
c~ntinue to be conducted openly and with the full knowledge of the teacher. Any 
observed deficiencies must be reduced to writing and the procedure fclr formal 
observation set forth in paragraph "3" and "4" below shall apply. 
3. The administration may prepare an annual summary evaluation report which, 
however, shall be based upon, and limited to the rnaterial contained in the formal 
observation reports and other materials relative to total wok performance processed ir! 
accordance with the provisions of this section. All material upon which such annual 
surnrnary evaluation report is based shall be annexed thereto when the report is placed in 
the teacher's personnel file. 
4. Each teacher shall be given a copy of all District rep~rts relative to hislher total 
work performance and shall be afforded an opportunity upon request to discuss the 
report(s1 with the writer. The teacher shall thereafter sign such reports. Signature, 
however, shall not be an indication per se of agreement with contents of the reports. 
5. Each teacher shall also receive a copy of any other material related to his or 
her total Work performance which !he District is to place in the teacher's file. 
6. Upon writter, request to the District, each teacher shall have the right to review 
in the presence of a District designee, at a mutually convenient time, all of the contents of 
hislher personnel file excepting employment references given in connection with 
appointment. Upon gaining tenure, employment references shall be destroyed. 
The review of the file may be held in the presence of one additional Person 
selected by the teacher; similarly, there may be two representat~ves of the District. The 
teacher shall thereafter sign such reports. Signature, however, shall not be an indication 
per se of agreement with contents of the reports. 
7. Confidential medical documents need not be contained physica!ly in the 
personnel file. However, there shall be an indication in the file that such documents exist. 
The teacher may request a review of such documents. The District may, in its discretion, 
deny the request; and in such event, the medical repor?(s) shall not be used in any action 
concerning such a teacher. 
8. Upon request and reasonable notice, the District shall provide to the teacher a 
duplicate copy of any material which did not originate with tne teacher, and which helshe - 
was not previously given and is not excepted above. The district reserves the right to 
charge a reasonable fee for such service. 
9. Any material written pursuant to this section by a District employee which 
reflects upon the competence or performance cf a rnember o f  the Unit is to le placed in 
the membets permanent personnel file in the District Office. Said material shall be 
promptly reduced to writing and a copy given to the member. 
K. WEEKLY CALENDAR 
Within each school building a procedure shall be established ivhich shall provide 
for a brief centralized listing as of the Friday of the current week, d all events or 
responsibilities for that building of interest to members of the Unit for the coming week, 
including such events as meetings, special testings. and programs. 
L. WORKSHOPS 
All members of the Unit new to the District, and others who demonsbate lack of 
background or proficiency in a particular area of their rsspunsibi!ity, shal! be reqzired lo 
attend workshops in such selected areas, as for example, Lise sf audiovisual materials 
and equipment, test development, etc., if so assigned by the District. These warkshnps 
may possibly extend beyond or be scheduled before or after the teacher work day. Such 
workshops shall be developed if deemed necessary under the wnditions es!ablished 
under Article 11, Section C. Such workshops, if established, shall be offered without cost to 
the teacher. Teachers attending and satisfactorily completing such workshops, shall be 
given one half hour inservice credit for each eight hours of actual w o k s h ~ p  attendance. 
At the conclusion of the school year, the tctal number of hours spent in assigned 
workshops shall be computed and the appropriate inservice credit will be granted. 
ARTICLE IV COMPENSATION AND INSURANCE BENEFITS 
A. PROFESSIONAL COMPENSATION 
1. Salaries: Basic and Extra 
The basic salaries of the members are set forth in Appendix A as Schedules "A-l', 
"A-2". "A-3", "A-4" and "A-5" with their index ratios reflected in Schedule A-1 i. X-schedule 
compensation is set forth in schedule 8-1 and payment schedules are listed in Schedule 
8-2 which are annexed to and incorporated in this Agreement. 
2. Salary Increments 
a. lncrements shall be granted on completion of a degree or each fifteen semester 
hours in accordance with the applicable year's schedule contained in the Appendix. The 
increment shall be granted upon verification of completion and shall be retroactive to the 
beginning of the semester following such completion in which the request is made. 
b. For purposes of salary advancement hereunder, graduate degrees must be 
earned from an accredited institution. Doctoral degrees earned in professions ather than 
education shall not be acceptable for progression on the salary schedule. 
C. The total number of inservice credits which may be recognized for salary 
schedule progression shail not exceed thirty (30). This limit shall not apply retrmctively to 
any member currently enjoying salary benefrts based on more than thirty (30) units of 
inservice credit. All inservice credits proposed for salary progression must have been 
approved in writing by the District prior to the member's enrollment; the foregoing shall not 
apply to NYSUT, SCOPE, BOCES or Bay Shore inservice courses, which shall 
automatically count toward salary progression, upon completion by the member. 
d. All other credits for salary progression shall be graduate level courses take9 
from an accredited institution. All such courses shall be in the foliowing areas: 
1. professional study in education 
2. general liberal education 
a. the humanities 
b. natural sciences and math 
c. social sciences 
3. a specialized area in which the member is seeking certification 
e. Graduate level courses for salary progression shall not require prict- approvai 
f r m  the District provided they meet the criteria set forth above. 
f. Salary progression beyond M+30 shall be subject to the following: 
1. Only credits acquired after 711188 shall be used for progression horn 
M+60 to h4+75. For progression from BA to M+60, credits acq~ired prior to and sftar 
711 188 shall be used. 
2. Those acquiring credits for an additional certificate need cnly subn~it an 
SED letter or form listing the necessary murse requirements fw  the acquisitbn of the 
additional certification. 
3. All other courses, inservice andlor graduate, are subject tc prior approval 
of the Scperintendent and must be directly related to the teacher's instiucttorral 
responsibili!ies o i  be for curriculum or staffing purposes. 
4. Dcuble MA's on the Doctorate column will be placed on the new MA+75 
mlgmn. 
5. The Doctorate column will be abolished. Incumbents and those earning 
a Doctorste hereafter will receive a stipend of 5% of BAl in addition to !he applicable 
MA+75 salary. 
6.  The Superintendent or hislher designee shall respond to requests for 
course approval within fifteen (1 5) business days of the receipt of said request. 
g, "X" Schedule for each year of the contract shail be as set forth in Appe~dices 
0-1 and B-2. 
3. Extracurricular Salary 
a. Any teacher who performs an approved extra duty beyond the standard working 
day, or ordinary classroom assignment, shall be entitled to extra pay in accordance with 
the "EXTENDED DUTY AND EXTRACURRICULAR ASSIGNMENT PAY SCHEDULES" 
as provided in Schedules "B-1" and "8-2" annexed to this Agreement. A teacher who 
performs less than such complete assignment shall be compensated proportionately. 
b. The Association shall create an advisory placement committee, as stipulated in 
Appendix "C," which shall review all requests from members of the Unit for placement or 
movement on the extracurricular and extended duty salary schedule. The committee shall 
make its recommendation to the administrator responsible for supervision of the activity 
involved. 
c. 'X" schedule payments shall be made during the months of November, 
January, March and June. 
4. Honorariums 
The District shall provide an honorarium for service performed outside the regular 
teacher workday, involving additional supervision of student activities, when such duty 
has been assigned, except that: 
The District shall not be required to provide an honorarium for the following activi- 
ties: 
When a teacher supervises an event related to his basic "X" schedule assignment. 
When attendance at an event either during or after the teacher workday is 
voluntary. 
5. Prior Service Credit 
a. Allowance for credit for prior teaching experience may be granted by the Board 
of Education if the Superintendent of Schools shall so recommend. 
b. Once prior salary schedule credit (transfer credit) has been given at the time of 
employment, it shall not thereafter be reduced except in a case where evidence 
submitted as the basis for granting such credit may be found to be incorrect. 
6. Military Service Credit 
Salary schedule credit for military service shall be granted for up to three years on 
the basis of one year credit for each year of U.S. Armed Forces military service or major 
fraction thereof. 
7. Mileage 
Any member of the Unit who is required to use histher own automobile in the 
performance of histher professional duties for the convenience of the District shall be 
reimbursed at the current IRS rate per traveled mile. 
B. PAYROLL PROCEDURES 
1. Salary Payments 
a. A member of the Unit may choose one of the following methods of salary 
payment: 
1. 1126th of the annual salary, payable bi-weekly with the unpaid balance of 
the annual salary paid in the final bi-weekly payroll in June; 
2. 1121 st of the annual salary, payable bi-weekly. 
b. Members of the Unit who join the staff after January 1st shall have option "2" 
for the remainder of the first school year. 
c. A member of the Unit who normally received hislher extracurricular or extend- 
ed duty bi-weekly, and who is required to work through June 30, shall receive hislher 
bi-weekly check in midJune and the balance of hislher annual salary on June 30 in 
accordance with Article 63 of the Education Law. 
d. Members of the Unit will be notified of scheduled pay days. 
2. Dues Deduction 
a. The District shall deduct dues from all the members of the Association as 
certified by the Association and transmit the same to the Association. The District shall 
likewise deduct the Agency Fees of members of the Unit who are not members of the 
Association and transmit the same to the Association in accordance with the provisions 
of Article IIA above. 
b. After the first submission of the amount of dues and agency fees, such 
amount may be modified one additional time, in any school year, after three weeks' 
notice to the District. 
C. INSURANCE BENEFITS 
1. For the period July 1, 2004 through August 31, 2004, the parties agree that 
the District shall assume ninety (90%) percent of the family or individual premium for 
those unit members covered under the District's health insurance program. 
Effective September 1, 2004, the parties agree that the District shall assume 
eighty-eight (88%) percent of the family or individual premium for those unit members 
covered under the District's health insurance program. 
Effective September 1, 2005, and henceforth, the parties agree that the 
District shall assume eighty-five (85%) percent of the family or individual premium for 
those unit members covered under the District's health insurance program. 
The same dollar amount shall be applied to the health maintenance 
organization plan offered by the District. The District shall modify its cafeteria plan, 
previously established pursuant to the internal Revenue Code, so that said plan shall 
contain the following additional elements: 
a. inclusion of employee contributions to health insurance. 
b. optional inclusion of "buy-out" funds arising from a waiver of health 
insurance as more particularly otherwise described herein, for the purpose of 
establishing a medical reimbursement plan. 
It is understood and agreed by the parties hereto that should the United 
States repeal those provisions of the Internal Revenue Code that permit the existence 
of the aforesaid cafeteria plan at any time prior to June 30, 1999, then in that event the 
District shall assume 92.5% of the family or individual premium for those unit members 
covered under the District's health insurance program, effective July 1 , 1 999. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing the Board of Education retains the right to 
change its current insurance carrier. 
2. During the term of this Agreement, the District shall continue to pay 100 
percent of the cost for "Group Excess Medical Insurance" coverage for active members 
only. 
3. Members of the Unit shall have the option of having the premium amount 
established under the agreed upon employee Health Plan applied to the HIP Option. 
4. The District shall pay $331.51 in dental premiums per teacher, per year in 
each of the indicated years of the agreement 
5. The District shall provide a fully paid group term life insurance policy covering 
each member of the Unit in the amount of $5,000.00. 
6. Those unit members who are enrolled in the agreed upon employee Health 
Pian under "Family Coverage" or "Individual Coverage" who subsequently drop all 
enrollment in the Plan due to access to the availability of coverage under the member's 
spouse's health insurance plan, shall be paid annually the sum of $750, on or about 
Dec. 15 of each year. Should it become necessary for the member to re-enroll in the 
Health Plan due to unavailability of coverage under histher spouse's plan, the District 
shall permit such re-enrollment and the member shall be charged back a pro-rata 
portion of the above referenced $750, if the sum has been paid. Said pro-rats charge 
back shall be at the rate of $62.50 per month, calculated from July lS' to the date of re- 
enrollment. 
7. Members of the Unit shall be allowed to enroll for payroll deduction for the 
NYSUT Benefit Trust. Enrollment or withdrawal may take place only during September 
of each year of the Agreement. 
8. Flexible S~endinq Plan: A study committee will be formed to study best 
implementation of Flex plan to be implemented no later than Jan. 1, 1994, at no cost to 
district. Committee shall be comprised of district and union representatives. 
9. Retiree Health: 
Effective July 1, 2004, for any member who retires during the 2004-2005 
school year. the District shall assume ninety-four (94%) percent of family or individual 
premium costs of the retiree medical insurance plan. Effective July 1, 2005, and 
henceforth, for any member who retires, the District shall assume ninety-two and one- 
half (92.5%) percent of the family or individual premium costs of the retiree medical 
insurance plan. 
D. TERMINAL LEAVE 
Any member terminating histher service with the District either by retirement, 
disability or resignation who has completed twenty (20) active full time years of teaching 
service in the District will be granted terminal leave for unused sick days at $100 per 
day times histher cumulative sick leave with a cap of $20,000. After twenty-five or more 
years of active full time teaching service in the District, the member will be granted 
terminal leave for unused sick days at $125 per day times hidher cumulative sick leave 
with a cap of $25,000. 
The terminal leave shall be in the form of a one-time, non-elective, non- 
discretionary, employer contribution. 
The employer contribution as specified above shall be contributed to the provider 
selected by each eligible retiring unit member to receive employer contributions. If the 
employee does not designate a 403(b) account which can receive an employer non- 
elective contribution, the Employer shall deposit the contribution into a 403(b) account 
on behalf of the employee as required by law. Eligible unit members shall forthwith 
notify the District in writing of the total elective contribution, if any, made by them to any 
403(b) accourlts outside of that which they contribute as an employee of the Bay Shore 
Union Free School District. 
Notwithstanding the amount of the non-elective employer contribution for each 
school year set forth above, the amount of the non-elective employer contribution shall 
no? exceed the applicable annual contribution limits permitted under relevant law, i.e., 
Section 41 5(c)(l) of the Code. In the event that the aggregate employer non-elective 
contribution exceeds the applicable annual contribution limitation, the excess amount 
shall be paid directly to the eligible retiring unit member as compensation. 
No employee may receive cash in lieu of or as an alternative to any employer 
non-elective contribution(s). 
All non-elective emp!oyer contrihtlticlns and excess compensation amounts shall 
be remitted by no later than thirty (30) days after the employee's retirement date, but no 
later than as oiherwise required by applicable law. 
Except in the case of disability retirement, in order to qualify for terminal leave, 
the District must be notified, in writing, by January 1 of the year in which the member 
will be terminating service to the District. 
E. RETIREMENT INCENTIVE 
1. The District shall offer a retirement incentive in each of the years of the 
agrsement. 
a. Notice Requirement 
In order to participate in the above retirement incentive benefit program, 
the eligible member must submit, no later than Januay 1'' of the year of retirement, an 
ap lication for this benefit and an irrevocable resignation with the effective date of June R 30 of :he year of retirement. 
b, Eligibility 
For Year 4 ,  any member who is eligible to retire, without penalty, from the 
New York State Teachers' Retirement System and who has fifteen (15) years of active 
full-time teaching service in Bay Shore. 
For Years 2, 3,4, and 5. any member who is first eligible to retire, without 
penalty, from the New York State Teachers' Retirement System and who has 
performed a minimum of fifteen (15) active full-time teaching years of service in the 
District. Members whose birthdays fall in July or August may opt for the incentive in 
either the year prior or after first year of eligibility. 
At its sole discretion, the Board of Education, may waive the above 
requirement, thereby allowing a member to receive the incentive after first eligible to 
retire without penalty from the New York State Teachers' Retirement System. 
In order to qualify for the retirement incentive, the District must be notified, 
in writing, by January 1 of the year in which the member will be retiring. 
c. Incentive 
1. The employer contribution as specified above shall be contributed to 
the provider selected by each eligible retiring unit member to receive employer 
contributions. If the employee does not designate a 403(b) account which can receive 
an employer non-elective contribution, the Employer shall deposit the contribution into a 
403(b) amount on behalf of the employee as required by law. Eligible unit members 
shall forthwith notify the District in writing of the total elective contributior~, if any, made 
by them to any 403(b) accounts outside of that which they contribute as an employee of 
the Bay Shore Union Free School District. 
Notwithstanding the amount of the non-elective employer contribution 
for each school year set forth above, the amount of the non-elective employer 
contribution shall not exceed the applicable annual contribution limits permitted under 
relevant law, is., Section 415(c)(l) of the Code. In the event that the aggregate 
employer non-elective contribution exceeds the applicable annual contribution 
lin~itatior., the excess amount shall be paid directly to the eligible retiring unit member 
as compensation. 
No employee may receive cash in lieu of or as an alternative to any 
employer con -electbe contribution(s). 
All non-elective employer contributions and excess compensation 
amounts shall be remitted by no later than thirty (30) days after the employee's 
retirement date, but no later than as otherwise required by applicable law. 
2. This retirement incentive program and the District's obligation to make 
the aforesaid 403(b) incentive contributions hereunder shall expire in ail respects and 
be of no further force and effect on June 30, 2009. Such expiration shall, however, not 
release the District of its obligations to make any non-elective employer contribution on 
behalf of any eligible employee retiring during the 2008-2009 school year, as provided 
herein, which obligation shall survive the June 30, 20C9 expiration date. The 
Association herewith waives the applicability of 209-a(l)(e) of the Taylor Law to the 
entirety of the provisions of this agreement. 
3. In the event a unit member who has applied for and been granted the 
retirement incentive benefit dies prior to hislher date of retirement, the estate or 
designated beneficiary of the employee will be paid said incentive in full as 
casWcompensation subject to taxes. 
ARTICLE V T EACHER WORKING CONDITIONS 
A. CLASS SIZE 
1. Consistent with available filnds and facilities and the need for 
experimentation and inncrvation. as determined by the District in its discretion, the 
parties agree to the following class size standards: 
For grades K-3, the class size average in each building shall be 25, with a 
minimum class size of 21. and a maximum class size of 28. 
For grades 4-6, the class size average in ezch building shall be 27, with a 
minimum class size of 24 and a maximum class size of 30. 
For grades 7-12, the class size average shall be between 25 and 30. 
Music Groups, special education classes, individual and small group 
instruction classes, and classes where special equipment is essential to 
the course, shall have enrollment suitable to the approved program 
designed for that course. 
2. it is further agreed, that while it is the intention of the District to maintain class 
sizes as described above, the District may not be required to maintain said standards if 
to do so would require, after the begi~aning of a school year, either redistricting 
elementary school attendance zones or reassigning students to new classes. 
B. FACULN LOUNGE AND WORK AREAS 
The District shall continue to provide for the furnishing, maintenance, and repair 
of existing faculty lounge and work areas, and the safe storage of perscnal belongings, 
instructiona! materials and supplies. Where it believes there is inadequate provision for 
those items, the Association shall notify the District to that effect and prompt action 
shall be taken. The teacher work areas shall contain functional equipment provided by 
the District to be used for preparation of instructional materials, incl~ldiny duplicating 
equipment or arrangements for duplicating services. There shall be at least two 
designated teacher workrooms in each secondary school and at least one designated 
teacher workroom in each elementary school. 
C. INTERCOM 
There shall be a functioning two-way communications system in all classrooms. 
D. . LENGTH OF THE SCHOOL YEAR 
The teacher work calendar shall consist of 180 student days, and a maximum of 
four additional conference days. The calendars for each year of this contract will be 
determined 'by the Board of Education after consultation with the Association. If New 
York State mandates, or gives school districts the option to mandate, a teacher work 
year greater than 184 days, and the Bay Shore School District opts for such additional 
days, the salary schedule will be increased by 1 1184th for each day in excess of 184 
teacher days. 
The work year for new hires shall include up to ten hours of additional 
uncompensated time for orientation, preparation, and in-service trzining. 
E. LENGTH OF TEACHER WORKDAY 
1. The normal workday of members of the Unit shall co~sist of seven hours and 
ten (10) minutes. 
2. The school starting times shali be as established by the District. 
3. Members cf the Unit shall be required to be at their teaching stations at the 
start of the school day. 
F. CLOSING DAY OF SCHOOL 
On the closing day of school, the member's schedule shall be a maximum of six 
(6) hours including a 45 minute lunch period. Students, subject tcj the requirements of 
regulation and law, shall be in attendance for three (3) hours. 
G. LUNCH PERIOD 
The workday of the members of the Unit shall include a minimum of an 
uninterrupted duty-free lunch period of thirty (30) minutes a day. However, every 
reasonable effort shall be made to include a forty (40) minute, duty-free and uninter- 
rupted lunch period daily. 
H. MEETING ATTENDANCE 
Members of the Unit may be required to attend no more than a yearly average of 
three (3) meetings per month which are outside the teacher workday and which are 
related to their basic ciassroom teaching assignments. Any meetings which qualib for 
inservice credit, or which are part of an orientation progrm for members of the Unit in 
their first full year in a new tenure area, shall be excluded from this total. 
In addition to the above and to the current open house evening for each building, 
one fall and one spring evening parent conference at all levels (K-12) of 3 hours 
duration shall be established. Appointments shall be niade by parents who are not able 
to avail themselves of day conferences to meet during these times. The current practice 
of day conferences shall continue. Different nights for different schools shall be 
scheduled. 
1. PREPARATION TIME 
1. Every ciassroom teacher in the intermediate and secondary schools shall be 
accorded a minimum daily average of forty (40) minutes preparation time. 
2. Every classroom teacher in the primary schools shall be accorded a minimum 
daily average of thirty (30) minutes preparation time. 
3. Such preparation time shall be scheduled within the normal student day and 
shall be averaged over the school year. In the elementary buildings, within available 
personnel programs and facilities, some preparation time within the student day wi!l be 
assigned every day. 
4. Teachers in grades "Kinderganen through six" may utilize that portion of the 
scheduled period, in which a consultant or specialist is giving instruction in Art, Library, 
or Music, which is necessary to meet the minimum preparation time standards outlined 
above. Utilization of any such preparation time within the period shall be as determined 
after consultation between the consultant and the teacher involved. After satisfaction of 
the minimum preparation time standard as established above, utilization of any 
remaining time within the consultant period shall be as determined by the Principal. 
5. All preparation time shail be used for appropriate preparation activity except 
for the following specific modification. Members of the Unit may use scheduled prepara- 
tion periods to attend to personal financial matters an pay days. 
6. Districtwide committee shall be constituted cansisting of an equal number of 
Superintendent's appointees and union appointees among which will be the Assistant 
Superintendent for Instruction, to study kiadergarten and 6th grade preparation periods. 
J. TRANSFERS 
1. Voluntary 
Teachers who wish to transfer may submit requests to transfer in writing to 
the District Office at any time. Such requests will be honored to the extent consistent 
with the needs and goals of the District. 
2. Involuntary 
a. The District may initiate transfers to mee: overall staffing and educational- 
needs. The teacher, or a representative of his choosing, shall have the opportunity to 
meet with the immediate supervisor to discuss the impending transfer. Seiection of a 
representative by either party shall require prior notification. Upon further request, an 
additional discussion may.. 
follow with a designee of the District Office. 
b. If the involuntary transfer is due to a program or enrollment need, the 
transferee shall have first claim to the vacated post, if the vacated post is reactivated 
within a three-year period. To the extent possible, seniority shall be considered in 
transfers arising from program or enrollment needs. 
c. The needs of the District, in the performance of its educational function, 
shall govern in making involuntary transfers or assignments. 
K. SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS 
1. The District shall attempt to secure qualified substitutes when regularly 
assigned teaching personnel are absent. 
2. Regularly assigned members of the Unit in attendance shall not be required 
to substitute for an extended portion of the day, excepting in an emergency. Such 
emergency shall include: 
Failure of a substitute to arrive on schedule; 
Inability of the District to secure a substitute. 
3. It is further understood that appropriate coverage, for less than half a teacher 
work day in order to permit attendance at meetings, inter-class visitation, or other 
District approved activities is considered with the scope of the responsibilities of 
members of the Unit. 
L. TEACHER ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Notice and Consultation 
a. Except for circumstances beyond the control of the District, members of 
the Unit shall be given the scope and nature of their assignments for the coming year 
prior to the close of the current school year. They shall be consulted on the preparation 
of these schedules prior to their determination. 
b. Teachers shall be informed of needed changes which are determined after 
the close of the school year because of such reasons as personnel changes or 
enrollment adjustments. A good faith effort shall be made to consult with members of 
the Unit prior to these changes. 
2. Scheduling Goals 
Scheduling goals for teachers of secondary academic classes will be to have 
no more than three (3) different preparations in no more than two (2) curriculum 
subjects. For assignment of these, the goal shall be no more than three (3) regular 
academic classes 
in succession. 
M. NON-TEACHING DUTIES 
Non-teaching duties shall be assigned on an equitable, rotating basis, annually 
N. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Each year the District and the Union shall participate in a program of staff 
development. Fifteen (15) hours shall be held during the normal member workday, for 
example, during scheduled Superintendent Conference Days. 
ARTICLE VI LEAVES AND EXCUSED ABSENCES 
A. SICK LEAVE AND PERSONAL LEAVE 
1. Annual Cumulative Sick Leave 
Each member of the Unit shall be accorded annual cumulative sick leave as 
prescribed by the Education Law but, in any event, not less than ten (10) days per year, 
cumulative to a maximum of 150 days. 
2. Personal Leave Days 
- a. Personal leave is leave for important affairs requiring the member's 
presence and which cannot be conducted outside of school hours. Personal leave shall 
not be used to extend a holiday, vacation or recess period. If a requested personal 
leave day falls on a day immediately preceding or following such period, the member 
applying for such personal leave day may submit hislher request with reason either in 
writing, or orally if the matter is of a very delicate nature, directly to the Superintendent 
or his designee. 
b. Members of the Unit shall be granted up to a maximum of three (3) days 
leave per year to attend to personal business. On an annual basis, all unused personal 
days are converted to sick days. 
c. Requests for use of personal leave shall be submitted, except in the case 
of emergency, at least 5 days prior to the requested day of use. If the teacher meeting 
the five day notice requirement is not notified of approval or disapproval of a personal 
leave day on the day prior to the requested leave day, then the requested leave day will 
be deemed approved. No reason for the use of personal leave need be given by the 
member, except as provided for in Section 2(a) and 3(d) hereof. 
3. Teacher Attendance Review 
Should an administrator be concerned with a member's attendance record, 
helshe shall take the following steps: 
a. Send a note to the member asking for a meeting to discuss the member's 
attendance. The member will be advised of hislher right to have a Union representative 
present at this meeting. 
b. After a reasonable period of time, if the administrator still feels :hat the 
member has abused sick leave andlor personal leave, the administrator shall cause a 
meeting to occur between the affected member, hislher Union representative and the 
Superintendent or hislher designee. The purpose for said meeting shall be to conduct a 
complete review of the member's attendance record. 
c. At the discretion of the Superintendent, following this meeting, a let!er 
ret~iewing the discussion which took place at the meeting may be sent to the member. 
d. If after a reasonable period of time following this meeting, the alleged 
problem persists, the administrator may cite hislher concerns in a written communique 
(letter or evaluation report) to the member, as well as initiate whatever action helshe 
deems appropriate, consistent with the terms of the contract and the law, in order to 
correct the alleged problem. (The foregoing may include appropriate disciplinary 
procedures provided by law, the requirement of a physician's statement to substantiate 
the appropriate use of sick leave or the requirement of a statement andlor other 
documents to substantiate the appropriate use of personal leave.) 
e. Nothing hereinabove set forth shall preclude the District from taking ,action 
in accordance with law, pursuant to Sec. 3020-a of the Education Law. 
B. OTHER LEAVES WITH PAY 
Leaves of absence with pay for up to the number of days per school year as 
specified in each of the following categories may be granted at the discretion of the 
District pursuant to the following: 
1. Extended Leave for Personal Illness, Accident or Disability 
a. Where extended sick leave, at the sole discretion of the District, has been 
granted, a twenty-five (25) calendar day waiting period shall be applied. The District 
shall deduct such waiting period from the member's accumulated sick leave. If the 
employee does not have the minimum of twenty-five (25) days accumulated sick leave, 
the District may apply the aforementioned waiting period, before the payment of salary 
under the extended sick leave policy. 
b. The maximum period of coverage of extended sick leave shall be the 
same as the number of teacher work days in the school calendar for that year. 
Extension shall become effective upon the recommendation by the Superintendent and 
approval of the Board of Education. The District reserves the right to require further 
medical evaluation at any time at District expense. 
2. Court Appearance 
Absence in the event of required appearance for court, jury duty, or hearing, 
or for court or hearing appearance at the request or on behalf of the District. No 
payment shall be made by the District in any court or hearing matter in which the 
interests of the member of the Unit and the District are adverse to each other, except in 
a District initiated court or hearing action, where a member of the Unit is required to be 
in attendance as a party to the action or as a potential witness. 
3. Visitation and Observation 
Absence in order to visit and observe the operation of another school. 
4. Professional Study 
Absence to fulfill definite professional study commitments during the last 
week of the school year, without loss of salary due, provided that any absence 
occasioned thereby does not work undue hardship upon the students, members of the 
Unit, or the District, and the member shall have made every effort to avoid the need. 
C. LEAVES WITHOUT PAY 
1. Extended leaves without pay for up to two years shall be granted for the 
purpose of child care, or public or professional service in an elective or appointed office. 
Service through exchange teaching, Peace Corps, VISTA, Teacher Corps, and State or 
National office of a teacher organization shall meet this standard. Any transfer credit for 
teaching service during such leave shall be extended subsequent to the District's 
evaluation of the nature of the leave, the actual assignment, and other factors. 
2. Extended leaves without pay for up to two years shall be granted for the 
purpose of teaching in another District in an experimental or innovative school or in 
rural or urban ghetto school if approved by the District. Should such leave be approved, 
individuals shall be entitled to full credit as transfer credit for the period of professional 
service during such leave. 
3. Unit members who have completed 10 years of active service to the District, 
who have not previously been granted an unpaid leave of absence of any kind within 
the last 10 years, shall be granted, upon request, an unpaid leave of up to two years. 
The request for such leave (or a request to extend a one year unpaid leave for a 
second year) must be filed with the Superintendent on or before March 15 of the school 
year prior to the school year such leave becomes effective. 
4. Once begun, however, termination of all extended leaves without pay shall 
coincide with the'first day of the first semester of the school year in order to facilitate 
continuity of instruction and orderly staffing of the schools, except in cases of 
exceptional circumstances or emergency. Extended leaves without pay shall normally 
begin with the first day of the first or second semester, except in emergencies, or child 
care leave. In the event that a member, due to exceptional circumstances or 
emergency, returns to employment at a time other than the first day of the first 
semester of a school year, helshe shall be assigned to professional duties by the 
District with no loss of seniority. Such assignment may be continued for no more than 
the balance of the school year within which the teacher returns, unless a sooner return 
to an assignment similar to the teacher's original assignment is feasible and 
educationally sound. 
ARTICLE VII PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND 
A. A Development Fund to be used for the professional development of the 
school year of the agreement. 
B. The Professional Development Fund shall be comprised of the following: 
1. A Local Professional Development Committee (PDC) comprised of two (2) 
teachers selected by the Union President, two (2) local management (one shall be the 
Principal or his or her designee and one may be at-large) and two (2) non-voting 
parents who are local to the building in question. 
2. A Central PDC composed of seven (7) individuals selected by the Union, 
in accordance with its past practice. 
C. Procedures for applications for leave under the PDF 
1. lnservice Leaves 
a. lnservice leaves shall be those where the member of the Unit shall be 
absent from his or her assigned position for less than six (6) days. 
b. The member shall submit his or her application to the Local PDC. Such 
application shall include a proposal by the teacher for reporting, in writing to the Local 
PDC, on the activities set forth. 
c. The Local PDC shall pass on all applications submitted to it and shall 
report its reasons for its actions to each applicant. 
The Local PDC shall forward all applications that it endorses and 
those that it does not endorse to the Central PDC described below. Any two (2) votes 
from voting members of the Local PDC shall move an application to the Central PDC as 
an endorsed proposal. 
d. The Central PDC shall make its recommendations to the 
Superintendent, who, after consulting with appropriate administrators, shall either 
approve or deny the application based on the criteria listed in paragraph 5. 
e. The Superintendent shall approve or disapprove the Central PDC 
recommendations within seven (7) working days of receipt if submitted during 
September or October, ten (1 0) working days of receipt at other times of the year. 
2. Special Grant Leaves 
a. Special grant leaves shall be those which require that the member be 
absent from his or her assigned position for more than five (5) days. 
b. The member shall submit his or her application to the Local PDC. The 
Local PDC shall pass on all applications submitted to it and shall report its reasons for 
its actions to each applicant. 
The Local PDC shall forward all applications that it endorses and those 
that it does not endorse to the Central PDC. Any two (2) votes from voting members 
shall move an application to the Central PDC as an endorsed proposal. 
c. The Central PDC shall make its recommendations to the 
Superintendent, who, after consultation with appropriate administrators, shall either 
approve or deny the application based on the criteria listed in paragraph 5. 
d. The Superintendent shall notify the member and the Central PDC of 
his or her decision within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of the application from the 
Central PDC. 
e. In the event that a special grant leave shall require the member to be 
absent from his or her assigned position for more than twenty (20) days, the Board of 
Education must act on the Superintendent's recommendation. 
f. In no event, will more than four (4) meritorious full year equivalent 
special grant leaves be granted during any year of this contract. 
3. In the event that the Superintendent shall deny any application which has 
received the approval of the Central PDC, he or she shall notify the member and the 
Central PDC, in writing, of the reasons for said denial. 
4. The Superintendent may reject individual applications to the Central PDC, 
if the criteria listed in paragraph 5 are not met. However, he or she may not reject the 
total expenditure listed in paragraph A, if there are adequate acceptable proposals. 
5. The following criteria shall be used by the Local PDC, the Central PDC 
and the Superintendent in acting upon any application under Article VII. 
- Benefit to the Individual (in his or her professional capacity) and to the 
District 
6. The PDF shall be charged a maximum of fortyeight dollars ($48.00) per day 
for substitute costs for any PDF leave of less than twenty (20) consecutive days. 
Effective July I, 1994, this amount shall increase to fifty-five dollars ($55.00) per day. 
The PDF shall be charged a maximum of sixty-eight dollars ($68.00) per day 
for any PDF leave greater than twenty (20) consecutive days, plus the District 
contribution to the NYSTRS resulting from payment of such substitute if required by the 
Contract between the District and the Bay Shore Substitute Teachers Association. 
Effective July 1, 1994, this amount shall increase to seventy-five dollars ($75.00) per 
day. 
However, the total cost to the PDF for substitute costs plus retirement 
csntriblttions shall not exceed ten thousand doiiars ($10,000) per leave, per school 
year, or appropriate pro-rata sum for leaves less than a school year. 
7. Salary credit shall be granted to the member for all course work accomplished 
heretinder which conforms to the standards set forth in this provision. 
8, Any denial hereunder by either the Superintendent of Schools or Board may 
be immediately submitted to the third procedural stage of the grievance procedure. 
ARTICLE Vlil SCOPE AND SEVERABILITY 
A. SEVERANCE, LIMITATION, AND SUPERSEDURE 
1. If any provision of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement to any 
teacher or group of teachers shall be found contrary to law, then such provision or 
application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting except to the extent permitted by 
law, but all other provisions or applications shall continue to be in full force and effect. 
2. Where the provisions of this Agreement are in conflict with any other District 
determination, the provisions of the Agreement shall be controlling. If there are terms 
and conditions of employment not covered by the Agreement, such shall continue to be 
subject to the District's authority and control under applicable legislative enactment. 
3. The parties agree that all negotiable items have been discussed during the 
negotiations leading to this Agreement, that this Agreement constitutes the entire 
agreement of the parties, and, therefore, the parties agree that no additional 
negotiatiotls of this Agreement shall be conducted on any item, whether contained 
herein or not, except by mutual consent. 
ARTICLE IX MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
The District is charged by law to have in all respects the superintendence, 
management, and control of the District. Except as limited herein, nothing contained is 
intended nor shall it have the effect of abridging or violating the rights or obligations 
accorded to or imposed upon the District by the Laws of the State of New York. 
ARTICLE X TERM OF AGREEMENT 
This agreement shall take effect on July 1, 2004 and shall remain in full force 
and effect through June 30,2009 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the above agreement has been made and executed 
the day and year first above written pursuant to the resolution of the Board of Education 
adopted 3 - Ly -df/ -I and pursuant to rstification by the members of the 
Association on 2 - 2 r- 0 + 
BAY SHORE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT BAY SHORE CLASSROOM TEACHERS 
Town of Islip ASSOCIATION 
Suffolk County, New York 28 Park Avenue 
Bay Shore, New York 
Supen' endent, B.S. U. F.S.D. P President, 8. S. C. T.A. 
APPENDIX A 
A. Salary Schedules 
Percentage increase 
on base 
Schedule A-1 2004-2005 
Schedule A-2 2005-2006 
Schedule A-3 2006-2007 
Schedule A-4 2007-2008 
Schedule A-5 2008-2009 
2.75% effective July 1, 2004 
3.20% effective July 1,2005 
Salaries will be calculated in Spring of 
2006 based upon CPI (minimum of 
3.0% and maximum of 3.5%) 
3.5% effective July 1,2007 
Salaries will be calculated in Spring of 
2008 based upon CPI (minimum of 
3.7% and maximum of 3.9%) 
I - Uwn attaining enure, add .05 of B1 (i.e.,$1,984 for 2004-05)to scheduled salary cell. - For earned Docrmte, add .O5 of B1 (i.e., $1,984 fcr 2004-05) to cells in M55 column. - For S t e ~  25. Sam? index as sreo 24. with $850 added. 
2005-2006 TE-WHER SALARY SCHEDULE (@ 3.20%) 
! 
- U p o ~  attiiining tenure, add .05 of R l  (i.e.,$2,048 for 2005-06)to scheduled salary cell. 
- For ?arner.J Doctorate, add .05 of R l  (i.e.. $2,048 for 2005-06) to cells in M75 column. 
- For Step 25, same index as step 24, with $850 added. 
2006-2007 TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE 
Salaries wili be calculated in Spring of 2006 based upon 
CPI (minimum of 3.0% and maximum of 3.5%) 
2007-2008 TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE 
3.5% effective July 1, 2007 
2008-2009 TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE 
Salaries will be calculated in Spring of 2008 based 
upon CPI (minimum of 3.7% and maximum of 3.9%) 
APPENDIX B 
EXTENDED DUTY AND ASSIGNMENT PAY SCHEDULES 
All 2004-2009 pay schedules for clubs, intramurals, supervision, 
home teaching, committee work, curriculum writing, etc. (as 
previously listed in Appendix 6, Schedule 8-2) shall be adjusted 
each year as follows: 
- 2004-2005 (@2.75%) 
A B C D E 
Step 1 2,212 2,948 3,686 4,422 5,159 
2 2,394 3,133 3,870 4,608 5,342 
3 2,578 3,319 4,055 4,792 5,529 
4 2,764 3,502 4,238 4,977 5,712 
5 2,948 3,686 4,422 5,159 5,897 
2005-2006 (@3.20%) 
A B C D E 
Step 1 2,283 3,042 3,804 4,564 5,324 
2 2,471 3,233 3,994 4,755 5,513 
3 2,660 3,425 4,185 4,945 5,706 
4 2,852 3,614 4,374 5,136 5,895 
5 3,042 3,804 4,564 5,324 6,086 
Salaries will be calculated in Spring of 2006 based 
upon CPI (minimum of 3.0% and maximum of 3.5%) 
2007-2008 
3.5% effective July 1, 2007 
Saiaries will be calculated in Spring of 2008 based 
upon CPI (minimum of 3.7% and maximum of 3.9%) 
EXTENDED DUTY AND EXTRACURRICULAR ASSIGNMENT 
PAY SCHEDULES FOR INTRAMURALS AND ELEMENTARY CLUBS 
For 200607, salaries will be calculated according to CPI (minimum of 3% and d m u m  of 
3.5%), 2007-08 will be 3.5%, and 2008-09 wiU be calculated according to CPI (minimum of 
3.7% and maximum of 3.9%) 
ACTMTY 04-05 05-06 
Clubs - Elementarv (q 
Chess Club (1 unit) 365 377 
Computer CIub (1 unit) 365 377 
Drama 
Math Club 
Writing Club 
Basketball 
Bowling 
Dance 
Floor Hockey 
Gymnastics 
Soccer 
Sofiball 
Track 
Volleyball 
Badminton 
Basketball 
Bowling 
Dancercize 
Flag Football 
Floor Hockey 
Frisbee 
Golf 
Gymnastics 
Indoor Hockey 
Indoor Soccer 
Jazzercise 
LaCrosse 
Sat. Basketball 
Sat. Recreation 
Soccer 
So flbail 
Volleyball 
Weight Training 
(1 unit) 365 377 
(1 unit) 365 377 
(1 unit) 365 377 
Intramurals - Elementarv (4-6) 
(lunit) 365 377 
(lunit) 365 3 77 
(1 unit) 365 377 
(1 unit) 365 377 
(1 unit) 365 377 
( I  unit) 365 377 
(1 unit) 365 377 
(1 unit) 365 377 
(1 unit) 365 377 
Intramurals - Secondary 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
(1 unit) 
*** 1 Unit = 12 Sessions *** 
SCHEDULE B-2 (cont'd) 
Extra Duty Assignments: Single Event Assignments 
D. ATHLETIC 
ACTMTY CAPACITY 
Varsity Football Crowd Supervision 
Ticket Taker 
Announcer 
Film Taker 
Basketball Crowd Supervision 
Ticket Taker 
Scorer 
Timer 
Crowd Supervision 
Ticket Taker 
Scorer 
Timer 
Wrestling Crowd Supervision 
Ticket Taker 
Scorer 
Timer 
Soccer Crowd Supervision 
Timer 
Track Clerk 
Crowd Supervision 
Lacrosse Crowd Supervision 
Timer 
Cross Country Street Supervision 
Clerk 
Gymnastics Crowd Supervision 
Announcer/Scorer 
04-05 05-06 
$62 $64 
62 64 
62 64 
62 64 
74 76 
74 76 
74 76 
74 76 
Single Game 
SCHEDULE B-2 (cont'd) 
D. ATHLETIC (cont'd) Pay per Activity Year 
ACTIVITY CAPACITY 
Varsity Field 
(cont' d)Hockey 
Crowd Supervision 
Timer 
Volleyball Crowd Supervision 
Scorer 
Junior Football 
Varsity 
Crowd Supervision 
Announcer 
Film Taker 
(Part of Varsity Game) 
74 76 
74 76 ' 
74 76 
74 76 
Basketball Crowd Supervision 
Ticket Taker 
Scorer 
Timer 
(Single Game) 
43 44 
43 44 
43 44  
43 44 
Crowd Supervision 
Ticket Taker 
Scorer 
Timer 
Wrestling Crowd Supervision 
Ticket Taker 
Scorer 
Timer 
Soccer Crowd Supervision 
Timer 
Lacrosse Crowd Supervision 
Timer 
Girls Volleyball Crowd Supervision 
(HS) 
Basketball Crowd Supervision 
Track Crowd Supervision 
Gymnastics Crowd Supervision 
Announcer/Scorer 
SCHEDULE B-2 (cont'd) 
D. ATHLETIC (cont'd) 
ACTIVITY CAPACITY 
Junior Football Crowd Supervision 
high 
Basketball Crowd Supervision 
Scorer 
Timer 
Doubleheader 
"A" and "B" 
Wrestling Crowd Supervision 
Scorer 
Timer 
Soccer Crowd Supervision 
Timer 
Gymnastics Crowd Supervision 
Lacrosse Crowd supervision 
Track Clerk 
Girls Basketball Crowd Supervision 
(31s) Hockey Crowd Supervision 
Volleyball Crowd Supervision 
Bus Supervision 
Pay per Activity Year 
Supervision for nonathletic events is now compensated at a basic rate of: 
$62 $64 
per event with some allowance for "difficulty differential." 
E. NON-ATHLETIC 
Hours of Active Supervision 
2 to 2% 3 8 3 9 
2% to 3 42 43 
3 to 3% 46 47 
3% to 4 49 5 1 
Over 4 hours 62 64 
SCHEDLTLE B-2 (cont'd) 
Pay per Activity Year 
ACTMTY 04-05 05-06 
F. RANDICAPPED SUPERVISION 
4 hours $83 $86 
G. HOME TEACHING - EVENING COUNSELING 
1 hour 3 0 3 1 
H. COMMITTEE WORK - CURRICULUM WRITING 
1 hour 38 39 
APPENDIX C 
EXTENDED DUTY AND EXTRACURRICULAR AGREEMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
The Advisory Committee for "X Schedule" Salary Placement created pursuant to 
the negotiated agreement shall consist of an odd number of members, named by the 
Association, none of whom shall have served on the "X Schedule" within the previous 
year, and none of whom shall be serving during the term of his appointment in any "X 
Schedule" position. Neither may any person serve on this committee who has a member 
of his family, either a blood ~elative, or a relative by marriage, serving in any "X Schedule" 
position at the time of the. member's service on the committee, nor during the year 
preceding such service. 
The purpose of the Advisory Committee for "X Schedule" Salary Placement shall 
be to provide an advisory recommendation for the use of the Superintendent of Schools. 
Such recommendation shall be based, to the maximum degree possible, upon objective 
data relating all factors of the position in question to appropriate comparable data for other 
school districts. The criteria of comparability shall be geographic, enrollment, league 
placement, economic, and comparison of relative "X Schedule" rankings with basic salary 
rankings. Such advisory opinion shall also be as comprehensive as possible, taking into 
account the interplay and inter-relationships, within any extra pay schedule, and 
particularly those pertinent to the particular question. The operating procedures for the 
Advisory Committee for "X Schedule" Position Salary Placement should include the 
following: 
1. All requests for placement upon or reassignment withir; the Extracurricular 
and Extended Duty Pay Schedule shall be sent to the administrator responsible for 
supervision of the activity involved, who shall forward them to the Superintendent of 
Schools. 
The Superintendent will refer such requests to the Advisor). C~mmittee. In 
.the absence of any recommendation from the committee, within one month from the time 
a question has been referred to the committee, after any lesser period if the needs of the 
District so dictate, the Superintendent shall take whatever action he deems necessary, 
subject to his review and possible revision upon receipt of recommendations of the 
committee. 
2. Upon receipt of referred questions the committee shall make an objective 
comparison of the salary scale for the comparable position utilizing such objective 
resources as: NYSUT surveys, New York State School Board surveys, PAX studies, 
SCOPE surveys, NEA studies, and any additional studies the committee may wish to 
undertake. 
3. Should the foregoing data indicate the possibility of a need for revision in the 
salary paid to, or schedule placement for, a particular assignment, the committee shall 
then make an analysis of the"' total monies paid to support the particular activity. If, for 
instance, it should develop that a varsity coach for one sport were to be underpaid to 
comparison with the data, while at the same time the total amount spent for the particular 
activity in terms of total coaching salaries were to exceed the amount expended in 
comparable districts, the committee would when be expected to make appropriate 
recommendations for redistribution of the allocated funds after adjustment for any 
"guaranteed" adjustments expected from a negotiated increase in. basic salary for the 
following year. (i.e., Any adjustments during the 1978-79 school year would have to take 
into account the guaranteed minimum of at least $12,124 for 1978-79). 
4. Should the analysis indicate that the total funds in a particular activity are 
significantly below the standards of comparable districts, than all of the activities in a 
similar category (i.e, Athletics, Club sponsorships, Class Advisors, Extension of Duties, 
Publications, Dramatics, etc.) should also be analyzed to determine whether the pattern is 
unique to a particular activity or general across the board. It is expected that 
recommendations would seek to reduce any inequities whether requiring adjustments 
either in a positive or negative direction as may be indicated as a result of the analysis. 
5. The committee should be guided first by the standards spelled out in the 
Administrative Manual Section on extracurricular and extended duty pay (Sections 
41 D-50, 41 0-54). However, the committee should feel free to recommend additional 
guidelines or policy which may appear to be indicated as a result of its deliberations. If for 
instance, the committee should wish to include a guideline indicating "merit payments" 
because of a particularly successful season, it would be expected that appropriate 
adjustments would also be suggested to apply after a particularly unsuccessful season. 
Furthermore, should such "merit payments" be recommended, the committee would be 
expected to arrive at a recommendation as to whether such "merit" applies to a particular 
season or to the two or three preceding seasons during which the members of the team 
had received the training which led to the current success. 
6. No recommendations shall be made unless all members of the Advisory 
Committee shall have been in attendance at all meetings during the full time that any 
topics shall have been under discussion. In other words, a quorum for transaction of 
business shall be the full membership of the committee. 
7. The committee shall be free to invite testimony from any source which the 
committee may feel would assist it in its deliberations. 
The final recommendation of the committee, together with full substantiating data, 
shall be forwarded to the administrator responsible for supervision of the activity involved. 
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